Most inferential methods for profiling genotypes based upon the use of DNA fragments use molecularsize data transcribed into discrete bins, which are intervals of DNA fragment sizes. Categorizing into bins is labor intensive with inevitable arbitrariness that may vary between laboratories. We describe and evaluate an algorithm for determining probabilities of parentage based on raw molecular-size data without establishing bins. We determine the standard deviation of DNA fragment size and assess the association of standard deviation with fragment size. We consider a pool of potential ancestors for an index line that is a hybrid with unknown pedigree. We evaluate the identification of inbred parents of maize hybrids with simple sequence repeat data in the form of actual molecular sizes received from two laboratories. We find the standard deviation to be essentially constant over the molecular weight. We compare these results with those of parallel analyses based on these same data that had been transcribed into discrete bins by the respective laboratories. The conclusions were quite similar in the two cases, with excellent performance using either binned or molecular-size data. We demonstrate the algorithm's utility and robustness through simulations of levels of missing and misscored molecular-size data.
T HE application of molecular marker technologies to abilities of ancestry of a hybrid (Berry et al. 2002) and an inbred line (Berry et al. 2003) based on molecular characterize genotypes is of fundamental importance in basic and applied research, including studies marker profiles of discrete binned alleles. We assumed no prior knowledge of pedigree. For example, there to identify the genetic control of complex traits; to determine phylogenies and pedigrees; and to identify animal may be gaps in the pedigree with neither of the parents known. We showed that the algorithms are robust in the breeds, plant varieties, or individuals (Narvel et al. 2000; Andersson 2001; Cardon and Bell 2001; Barton and presence of missing and/or mistyped data. Berry (1991) and Berry et al. (1992) proposed an Keightley 2002; Dekkers and Hospital 2002; Glazier et al. 2002; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 2003;  alternate method for comparing DNA fragment data that directly compares molecular size instead of relying Grassi et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2003; Tommasini et al. 2003) . Laboratories typically have in-house procedures on binned values. Advantages include avoiding the need to define an arbitrary molecular-weight cutoff between for converting molecular-size data into bins. Binned data are used for many applications, including parentfragments for classifying as "like," having a greater match probability for identical fragment lengths than for fragage analysis and forensic science applications, and were the basis of our previous work (Berry et al. 2002 (Berry et al. , 2003 . ment lengths that are some distance apart, and establishing match criteria that can be described and used repeatThe comparison of the molecular size of amplified DNA fragments is therefore a fundamental aspect for most edly in place of informal visual matches that are used in some laboratories. Moreover, utilizing raw molecular-size applications that use simple sequence repeats (SSRs) to characterize numerous genotypes at many loci (Abe et data can better account for laboratory error and process al. Baek et al. 2003; Tang and Knapp 2003; Yu et variability. Finally, and of great practical importance, al. 2003) , including studies of pedigrees (Chaix et al. directly applying molecular-size data eliminates the Sjakste et al. 2003; Vouillamoz et al. 2003) .
time-consuming and demanding task of assigning ampliWe have introduced algorithms for determining probfied fragments into discrete bins. As laboratories increase their knowledge of a particular marker, they may need to redefine bins; boundaries of bins may be moved molecular-size data eliminates the need to manage and of the index hybrid. Just as in Berry et al. (2002) , Bayes' rule relates these various probabilities, defend the details of bins and serves to standardize procedures across laboratories.
P(i, j|SSRs) ϭ P(SSRs|i, j) Despite these advantages and the convenience of raw molecular sizes, their use is not standard. Our literature ϫ P(i, j)/͚ [P(SSRs|u, v) ϫ P(u, v) ], search found that published analyses of molecular marker where the sum in the denominator is over all pairs of data utilizing representatives of the plant kingdom that inbreds in the database, indexed by u and v. We use the are derived from gel migration data, including SSRs, relatively noninformative (uniform) prior assumption use discrete binned data rather than actual molecular that P(i, j) is the same for all pairs (i, j). Then P(u, v) sizes. A principal reason for this is the lack of good algois a constant, and as a common multiple in the denomirithms that can use measured molecular sizes.
nator it cancels with P(i, j) in the numerator: Our objective is to describe and evaluate an algorithm for determining probabilities of ancestry based on raw P(i, j|SSRs) ϭ P(SSRs|i, j)/͚P (SSRs|u, v) . molecular-size data for an index line and for a pool Considered as a function of the index's SSRs, P(SSRs|i, of potential ancestors. We develop and evaluate the j) is the probability (more accurately, probability denmethodology for the case in which the index genotype sity) of observing these SSRs assuming inbreds i and j of unknown pedigree is a hybrid, but the central idea are both ancestors. But considered as a function of the applies as well for inbreds and to other breeding circumpair (i, j), it is the likelihood obtained as a product stances. The ramifications of our approach to the analyof likelihoods for observing the index genotype given sis of SSR data transcend both the type of data and the the potential ancestor (i, j) alleles at each locus, individapplication that we have investigated (pedigree analyually. sis). A fundamental issue in the analyses of genetic and
The single-locus likelihood calculation is fundamengenomics data is whether two or more observations are tally different when raw molecular-size data are used in alike. An example is the intensity of genetic expression place of alleles that have been binned into discrete in cDNA microarrays. Measuring the degree of concorcategories. When using raw molecular-size data, we do dance may lead to more powerful conclusions than usnot rule out a match between the index and a potential ing yes/no procedures that simply conclude whether ancestor allele just because they happen to be different. there is agreement. Our methods can be adapted to Instead, we assign a likelihood of a match on the basis these settings.
of the difference between the two measured sizes. We account for laboratory error that occurs in estimating molecular sizes by explicitly considering that an ob-METHODS served molecular size is actually a random deviation Algorithm: Our new algorithm for determining probfrom an underlying true molecular size. Although variabilities of ancestry of a hybrid line using raw molecularous error distributions are possible, we have found from size SSR data is a variation of the algorithm presented replicate measurements that a normal distribution fits in Berry et al. (2002) . The latter was developed to deterthe actual error distribution well. So the distribution of mine probabilities of ancestry of a hybrid line based on the difference between a potential ancestor's observed discrete (binned) SSR alleles. In this article, SSR refers molecular size (a) and the index hybrid's observed moto the actual molecular-size value that is assigned for a lecular size (o), when in fact these molecular sizes are genotype at a particular locus. Consider an index hybrid observations of the same allele, can be written as whose parentage is unknown or in dispute.
containing molecular sizes at a number of loci for this index hybrid along with a set of potential inbred anceswhere V oϪa is the variance (squared standard deviation) tors is available. The objective is to find the (posterior) of the observed difference. We consider the matter of probability of the closest ancestry for each inbred in estimating V oϪa later in this section. the database using this genotypic information.
As an example, suppose an offspring's measured moConsider a pair of possible ancestors, inbred i and lecular size at a particular SSR is o ϭ 180.2 bp and a inbred j. We calculate the posterior probability that potential ancestor's is a ϭ 180.6 bp. Consider three inbreds i and j are in the index's ancestry, repeating consecutive bins, as shown in Figure 1 . The three bins this for all pairs of inbreds in the database. Let P(i, have molecular sizes between 178.5 and 179.5 bp (bin j|SSRs) stand for the posterior probability that i and j 1), between 179.5 and 180.5 bp (bin 2), and between are ancestors of the index given the molecular-size val-180.5 and 181.5 bp (bin 3). Using binning procedures, ues for the various SSRs. Let P(i, j) stand for the uncona and o are in different bins and so they do not match. ditional (or prior to the data) probability of the same But they are close to each other, closer even than some event and let P(SSRs|i, j) be the likelihood for observsizes in bin 2 that would be called a match for o. In this article, we account for the measurement error involved ing the various SSR weights, if in fact i and j are ancestors no mutations or laboratory errors. Allowing for a low rate of mutations and errors we consider p ϭ 0.99 instead of 1. However, our primary concern is when the parents are not in the database. Therefore we also consider other values of p, notably p ϭ 0.50, which is consistent with the closest ancestors in the database being grandparents.
When inbreds i and j are truly ancestors then there are four possibilities: (I) the alleles of both i and j were passed to the index hybrid, (II) i came through but not j, (III) j came through but not i, and (IV) neither came through. Assuming independence, these have respective probabilities p
Let (o 1 , o 2 ) represent the offspring alleles at an SSR, so that P(SSR|i, j) ϭ P(o 1 , o 2 |i, j) stands for the likelihood of observing the offspring alleles at the SSR given that i and j are ancestors. Using the law of total probability this overall likelihood is the (weighted) average over 
when the first measured molecular size (offspring) is o ϭ 180.2. Values further from 180.2 are less likely. The bins are
shown for comparison but play no role in the proposed (2) method.
where P 1 (o 1 , o 2 |i, j) is the likelihood of the pair (i, j) calculated assuming that case I applies and similarly for in determining molecular sizes by assigning a likelihood cases II-IV. We provide detailed likelihood calculations of a match to a potential ancestor allele depending on for case I only, in which the alleles of both i and j are the difference between its measured molecular size and passed to the index hybrid. Let (o 1 , o 2 ) represent the that of the offspring allele.
index hybrid (offspring) alleles at the locus under con- Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of a replisideration, let (a i1 , a i 2 ) represent inbred i's alleles, and cate observation when the first observed molecular size let (a j1 , a j 2 ) represent inbred j 's alleles. This likelihood is 180.2 bp. The frequency distribution of the next mois computed by considering all possible ways that i and lecular size is represented by the height of the curve.
j could have contributed their alleles to the index offspring, Therefore, the frequency distribution in Figure 1 is the likelihood of the ancestor's molecular size at this SSR,
as indicated by Equation 1. In Figure 1 , there is a positive density at 180.6 bp even though its bin is different from
that for the offspring. However, 180.6 is not as probable
as are values closer to 180.2 bp. On the other hand, 180.6 is more likely than values between 179.5 and 179.8,
even though they are in the same bin as 180.2. Likeli-(3) hoods decrease to 0 for ancestral molecular sizes suffiwhere f is the likelihood assigned to the correspondciently far from 180.2 bp. However, the decrease is grading pair of molecular sizes. Equation 3 can also be clariual rather than abrupt as it is in the case of binning.
fied from a descent graph theory by using meiosis indicaWe generalize the algorithm of Berry et al. (2002) , tors (Thompson 1994) . Let a and o be the ancestor and using the normal distribution as in Equation 1 to calcuindex hybrid alleles under consideration. Define late the likelihood of each pair (i, j) of ancestors for the observed molecular sizes of the index hybrid at a
otherwise, particular locus. As in Berry et al. (2002) , we allow for alleles to be introduced through additional breeding (4) with i and j prior to the creation of the final hybrid. where normal(·, 0, V oϪa ) is the normal probability denThus, since the degree of ancestry of i and j (if any) is sity having mean 0 and variance V oϪa . When a potential unknown, we label the actual probability of i (or j)
ancestor's allele is missing, the likelihood is one-tenth passing on one of their alleles to the index hybrid to of the maximum possible likelihood, which corresponds be p. The value p ϭ 1 would be appropriate if the closest to the exact agreement of the two molecular sizes. In our algorithm for binned alleles (Berry et al. 2002 , ancestors in the data pool were parents and there were 2003) , the likelihood assigned in this case is (1/N ) · 1, where N is the number of alleles at a locus and 1 is the maximum possible likelihood; when molecular sizes are used, it is not possible to calculate the number of alleles at a locus, but N ϭ 10 is a choice that makes our calculation similar to that of the binned algorithm. Likelihoods corresponding to cases II, III, and IV are computed similarly.
Estimating the variance V oϪa of the difference between two separate measurements of a molecular size representing the same allele is critical. This variance is functionally related to V X , the variance of the measurement of the molecular size of a given allele. We obtained replicate SSR profiles for a number of inbred lines to enable estimating this variance as the variance of the replicate observations. However, some amplified fragments from inbred replicates clearly did not represent the same allele nor were they stutter bands of the same allele. Such discrepancies result from incomplete fixation of SSR loci (even after seven or eight generations of self-pollination) and the consequential amplification of alternate alleles in replicate samples. Therefore, we omitted the most obvious mismatches (Ͼ2 bp different), i.e., those that were due to the amplification of alternate alleles prior to calculating the variance. Mismatches that were within the range of 2 bp and that could be caused by discrepancies in amplification and migration from the same allele were included in calculations of variance. assuming p ϭ 0.5 and V oϪa ϭ 0.06. The columns labeled hybrid, inbred i, and inbred j give the observed molecular sizes at four distinct loci. From Equation 4, when to the offspring, is 0.1629 2 since, in this case, both anan allele to be compared with an offspring allele is cestor alleles are missing and we are using a constant missing (such as in cases II-IV, where an unknown anvalue of V oϪa . cestor other than i or j contributed an allele to the SSR 2 is an example in which either inbred could be offspring), the likelihood of a match is 0.1629 (onean ancestor of the hybrid or they could both be ancestenth of the normal density at its mode). The values in tors. For SSR 3, inbred i could be an ancestor, but it is column P 1 (o 1 , o 2 |i, j) (case I) are obtained from Equahighly unlikely that inbred j is an ancestor. Finally, SSR tion 3, while columns P 2 (o 1 , o 2 |i, j), P 3 (o 1 , o 2 |i, j), and 4 is an example where it is unlikely that either inbred P 4 (o 1 , o 2 |i, j) (cases II-IV) are obtained via analogous contributed an allele to the hybrid, and this is reflected formulas. Column P(o 1 , o 2 |i, j) gives the probability denin the very small value for P(o 1 , o 2 |i, j). sity of the offspring alleles at the SSR in question, considWe have shown how to compute the likelihood of obering cases I-IV. In Table 1 , the only heterozygous genoserving the index offspring's alleles given a pair of potentype/SSR is the hybrid at SSR 1. In practice, most loci tial ancestors at a particular locus and also the value of are homozygous for inbred lines and some are homozy-P(SSRs|i, j) by multiplying the various P(SSR|i, j)s. To gous for hybrids as well.
determine the probability that any particular inbred, say In Table 1 , SSR 1 is an example in which the hybrid inbred i, is the closest ancestor of the index, sum P(i, alleles could have been observed from those of inbreds v|SSRs) over all inbreds v with v ϶ i. Call this P(i|SSRs). i and j since the molecular sizes reported are close
The maximum of P(i|SSRs) for any inbred i is 1. But since to those reported for i and j. As a consequence, the there is one closest ancestor on each side of the family, likelihood in case I-which is based on the assumption the sum of P(i|SSRs) over all inbreds i is 2. that both i and j passed an allele to the hybrid-is much A possibility not yet considered is that more than greater than that for cases II-IV. Case IV, which is based on the assumption that neither i nor j passed an allele two alleles are observed for an SSR marker run on an individual DNA sample. This can be due to SSR locus those described in Berry et al. (2002) . Each inbred line was replicated at least twice and several had six-repliduplication, homeology due to alloploidy, more than one individual plant being sampled for DNA extraction, cated entries. Laboratory B used 195 SSR loci to profile 54 hybrids and 544 inbred lines, as previously described or cross-contamination. We consider all possible pairings of the observed alleles and perform calculations in Berry et al. (2002) . Fifty-six inbred lines were each replicated twice. SSR loci used by each laboratory prousing multiple imputation (Little and Rubin 1987) . Namely, we select two of the allelic sizes at random from vided a sampling of genetic diversity at mapped positions on each chromosome arm of maize. In neither each line that has more than two and run the algorithm. Then we repeat the process making independent seleclaboratory did staff have knowledge of the identity of the sample genotypes or the pedigree relationships among tions of two alleles for each such line and average the results.
the genotypes. For both laboratories, the parental inbred lines of As in our earlier work, we assume here that the probability p that i (or j) passed one of its alleles to the index each hybrid were included among a pool of inbred lines that each laboratory profiled; the pool of inbred lines hybrid is the same for both ancestors. This would not be true for some mating designs. It is a simple modificaprofiled by laboratory B also included all the grandparents of the hybrids along with numerous inbred lines tion to allow for two different probabilities, say p i and p j , for the two ancestors. In this case, Equation 2 would that are very closely related by pedigree, including fullsibs, half-sibs, and inbreds derived from the parents and become grandparents of those hybrids. So data from laboratory
B provided the greater challenge for determining ancestry. Consequently, we used laboratory B to evaluate ro-
bustness of the algorithm with respect to missing data,
mistyped data, both missing and mistyped data, and different variances, V X . The focus of this article is to determine probabilities An additional difference in laboratories was that laboof ancestry of a hybrid using molecular-size SSR data. ratory A used SSR loci that were primarily based on However, by modifying the calculation for the likelidirepeat types while laboratory B used SSRs of di-, tri-, hood of observing the index alleles at a locus to account and tetrarepeat types, with the majority being the forfor the self-pollination that occurs in creating an inbred mer two. Thus, bins used by laboratory B tended to be line, we can easily modify this algorithm to assign probalarger (2-3 bases) than those used by laboratory A (1-2 bilities of ancestry for inbred lines. For example, if i bases). The average variances of molecular sizes were and j are ancestors and we assume that an allele from V X ϭ 0.0267 for laboratory A and V X ϭ 0.0289 for laboraeach is passed to an intermediate hybrid that is created tory B. Both variances were essentially constant over the prior to the self-pollination process to create the final range of molecular sizes examined, 70-300 bp (Figure 2 ). inbred offspring, we have
We therefore used V X ϭ 0.03, which gives V oϪa ϭ 0.06.
SSR data: We evaluated our new algorithm using mo-RESULTS lecular-size data from two different laboratories. Laboratory A used 100 SSR loci for 10 hybrids and 52 inbred For laboratory A, the pedigree of the 10 hybrids was assessed relative to the set of 52 inbreds. Both parents lines using methods that were essentially identical to of all 10 hybrids were correctly identified by our new In 9 instances the interloper was an immediate descendant of the true parent, including 6 instances where algorithm, whether p was 0.50 or 0.99. The results for the 54 hybrids profiled by laboratory B, with the associthe true parent was used recurrently in the pedigree of the interloper; in 5 instances the interlopers were full ated set of 544 inbred lines as possible ancestors, are presented in Figures 3 (p ϭ 0.50) and 4 (p ϭ 0.99) .
sisters of the true parent; and in one instance it was a grandparent. Of the 2 hybrids that had one parent They show the top 5 inbreds for each hybrid, provided their probabilities are at least 10 Ϫ30 . For both values of incorrectly ranked when p ϭ 0.99, there were 2 interloping inbreds and both were direct descendants of the p, all 54 had at least one parent ranked in the top two. For p ϭ 0.50, 47 (87%) had both parents with the highest respective true parent. Figure 5 depicts the relationship of parentage probatwo probabilities. For p ϭ 0.99, 52 (96%) had both parents ranking highest. Of the 7 hybrids with one parbilities and Malécot's coefficients between the 54 hybrids and the top 10 ranking inbreds (two parents are ent incorrectly ranked when p ϭ 0.50, another inbred ranked above the true parent in a total of 15 instances.
included in the top 10 ranked inbreds) for each hybrid. Several non-parent-inbred lines have Malécot's coeffiand their direct descendants from the data set. Seven hybrids (13%) identified none of their grandparents, cients similar to those of the parents, but they usually have small probabilities of parentage.
23 hybrids (43%) identified one grandparent, and 24 hybrids (44%) identified two grandparents, which were We compared our results with those from the algorithm of Berry et al. (2002) , which is based on discrete ranked into the top two places; two hybrids identified three grandparents that were ranked into the top three (binned) allele scores. For laboratory A, both parents of all 10 hybrids were correctly identified, just as for the places. The algorithm had more difficulty correctly identifying the four grandparents than in identifying parnew algorithm. For laboratory B, the proportions of correct assignments of actual parents were 96% (p ϭ ents. This result is not unexpected since the algorithm was designed to identify the most likely members of the 0.50) and 99% (p ϭ 0.99), compared with 93% and 98%, respectively, for the new algorithm.
pedigree. Moreover, it is customary in plant breeding to develop progeny from crosses of related parents, inWe used data from laboratory B and p ϭ 0.50 to examine the ability of the algorithm to identify grandcluding making repeated crosses of the same parent. These procedures result in progeny and related lines parents of the 54 hybrids after removing the true parents eral criteria: (a) the number of loci from which SSR data were considered, (b) the amount of additional missing data (above the natural levels present in the data) for different numbers of loci, (c) the amount of additional mistyped data for different numbers of loci, and (d) the amount of additional missing and mistyped data for different numbers of loci.
To assess the robustness and number of loci needed for pedigree analysis using molecular-size SSR data, we loci that were available in the full data set. Figure 7 with the top 10 ranking inbreds using our algorithm. Results are shown for those inbreds with probability of ancestry of at shows the percentage of parents of the 54 hybrids that least 10 Ϫ30 . The curves are obtained by using local regression were correctly identified in each case along with addi-(loess) to fit linear or quadratic functions of the predictors tional levels (0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 25%) of simulated missing at the centers of neighborhoods. Top, results using p ϭ 0.05; data, misscored data, and combined levels of missing bottom, results using p ϭ 0.99. and misscored data. The algorithm identified most parents correctly when data from as few as 100 of the original 194 SSR loci were used with up to 25% additional that share a higher degree of relatedness than they share missing data, 10% additional misscored data, or a combiwith their grandparents. These types of close relationnation of 10% additional missing and 10% additional ships would be expected in a pedigree-based breeding misscored data ‫%02ف(‬ combined additional data erprogram (Thompson and Meagher 1987) . ror). When 50 loci were used, the percentage of corWe evaluated the algorithm's robustness to the value rectly identified parents significantly decreased, with of p, the probability that an ancestor passes its allele to only 62-82% of the parents correctly identified for error the offspring, by examining the percentage of actual rates from 0 to 0.10%. For the types of errors we examparents correctly identified over a range of values of p ined, missing data had the least effect on parentage for each of the 54 hybrids profiled by laboratory B (Figtesting , whereas missing plus mistyped data were most ure 6). True parents were correctly identified more oflikely to lead to erroneously identified parents. ten for larger values of p. We also considered the algorithm's robustness to variance V oϪa in Figure 6 by varying it over the range 0.03-0.12. There was no apparent DISCUSSION advantage to using a particular value for this variance. Nonetheless, each laboratory, and initially each data set,
The most widely used methods of genotyping using should include replicated entries to allow a reasonable DNA, either simple sequence repeats or variable numestimate of variance.
ber tandem repeats, provide measurements of DNA To evaluate robustness of the algorithm to the amount fragments in terms of molecular size. Laboratories can and quality of SSR data, we again used the more extenchoose to report these raw data or they can transform them into discrete "bin" scores. The latter use is comsive data provided by laboratory B. We considered sev-compared our results using molecular sizes to those from using binned data (Berry et al. 2002) . Both data sets included a number of hybrids and their inbred parents along with numerous other inbred lines, many of which were very closely related by pedigree and had SSR profiles similar to one or more inbred parents of the hybrid in question. The new algorithm performed well in that it successfully identified the true parents for most of the hybrids. The discrete version of the algorithm actually performed slightly better than the new algorithm for the process employed by laboratory B. This reflects, at least in part, the accuracy of this laboratory's binning process. Creating binned alleles from the raw molecular-size data was labor intensive, requiring at least two full-time personnel. The minor differences between the two methods may not justify the time and resources needed to accurately translate molecular sizes into bin scores. Our results indicate that it is possible to directly apply molecular-size data in the analysis of pedigrees.
The algorithm proposed here requires an estimate of the variance of molecular sizes representing the same allele. We obtained this estimate for each laboratory by using replicated genotypes. Variances based on data from the two laboratories were nearly identical (both ‫.)30.0ف‬ This variance did not vary according to fragment size. (This result differs from that for restriction length polymorphism data, where Berry 1991 found the standard deviation to be proportional to band size.) A laboratory implementing pedigree analysis using molecular sizes should include replicates of genotypes to allow for calculating this variance and its possible dependence on molecular size. Our algorithm can readily accommodate any level of variance.
Our new algorithm is robust in that it correctly identified most parents when results from as few as 100 of the original 194 SSR loci were used, with up to 25% additional missing data and an additional 10% misscored data. It was also robust to different estimates of the variance for molecular sizes representing the same allele.
The algorithm presented here is a generalization of the algorithms presented in Berry et al. (2002 Berry et al. ( , 2003 were correctly identified using different levels of simulated error, including missing and misscored data. if o ϭ a, raw molecular sizes rather than binned scores. The approach is based on degree of similarity rather than a yes/no decision regarding a match. However, until now where N is the total number of alleles at the SSR in questhere has been a lack of algorithms for comparing motion. This generalization provides a clear connection belecular sizes. In this article we apply this approach to tween the two algorithms, and it greatly reduces the proassessing probability of ancestry.
gramming required to modify our previous methods. We evaluated our method of finding the probability We evaluated our algorithm for pedigrees of maize of parentage for a hybrid. We utilized two different hybrids. But it can readily be modified for use in assigning ancestry for inbred lines. In addition, it can be SSR data sets of maize hybrids and inbred lines. We
